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ar Looking at the new paintings you have made for the 
exhibition, there are several elements that I think of as  
consistent in your work. There’s often an image that is familiar  
if not recognisable. Or recognisable if not familiar. And a title that 
may be helpful or playfully misleading — especially in a form of 
word play that resists translation from German. So what is the 
starting point for a new painting? Is it a pre-existing idea, a title 
or an image that sets it in motion?
wb Mostly it starts with a remarkable image which convinces  
me that it is worth getting painted. In the early days I collected, 
comme il faut, ideas for paintings by sketching them with pen  
and paper. For the past fourteen years I’ve been using my collages. 
The collage is a marvellous medium to get results that can  
shock yourself. You have a lot of cutout images and you slide 
them over and around until you have something where you have 
to say: “Wow, this is crazy, unseen, unbelievable, but has a 
certain soundness.” Then you glue it together and search for  
a correspondingly alien title. And if a collage has the quality,  
the charisma, the fitting destiny to become a painting, I’ll try.  
But sometimes reality perplexes me and I see a painting right 
through my window like the “Anorexic Feeding Ducks” — which 
spares me some glue. Reality is a surprisingly cheap stool-pigeon.
ar Collage is a medium that juxtaposes realities — bits and 
bobs from the real world forced into unlikely or unexpected 
relations. Even at its most complex, I think it remains readable  
as a medium because of the raw materials. But when you talk  
of producing something ‘unseen’, I remember you once quoted 
Magritte to me, “I only paint what I have not seen before.”  
I know you weren’t talking about yourself at the time, but do you 
think that is the job of painting?
wb Well, Magritte meant he wanted to paint what he has not 
seen painted before. The poor bastard had to defend himself his 
whole life against the silly imputation that he ‘painted dreams.’  
So the job of the painter is at least to paint unseen paintings. 
Since painting has existed now for a mere 40,000 years it’s not 
too difficult a task. As James Ensor put it: “As long as the sun 
shines, you will live, beloved little panel painting.” It seems to  
me to mean that every generation paddles in the same pool of 
passions, but pictures its adventures differently. This is, of course, 
just an extremely foggy revelation of the job of the painter.
ar And yet this doesn’t quite explain the continued pull of 
painting as a useful medium. And ‘figurative’ painting at that…  
“Reality is a surprisingly cheap stool-
pigeon”
Werner Büttner and Andrew Renton in conversation 
fishing in my memory a bit unrewarding. I hardly remember,  
let alone understand, the young dog I obviously must have been  
at times. The tragedy of reaching a ripe old age alienates you  
from what were once welcomed states of being. So the official art 
historian’s version goes like this: the ‘tristesse’, lack of sensuality 
and over-long reign of terror of minimal art, had wearied every 
collector in Germany. This ‘hunger for pictures’ plagued and 
pestered them. Some eighty new painters showed up and tried  
to assuage the hunger. I was one of them, I suppose. I was not 
attending art school. Martin Kippenberger and Albert Oehlen did. 
From time to time, I visited them at the Hamburg Art School 
(HfbK) and sometimes we drank a few decent beers with Ulrich 
Rückriem, Franz Erhard Walther and Sigmar Polke. Maybe we even 
talked while drinking the beers. The art schools at this time were 
humane, senselessly experimental and generously giving time to 
students. No stress, no recipes… And art students knew about 
responsibility for their own fate. Because 96% of those who 
studied art would not make a living out of it… It was rough,  
but lively. But, you know, as I mentioned in the beginning,  
man is no trustworthy witness to his own life. 
All of your paintings make sure there is something to indicate it’s 
about the materiality of paint itself that is at work and important 
here, and not simply the business of image-making. I’m thinking, 
for example, of the splash of paint that is flicked onto the surface 
at (I presume) the end of your working on the canvas….
wb Oh dear, this is a delicate question. You are laying hands  
on my fragile empire of contradictions. In one respect I adore  
the magical qualities of oil colours, in another I detest its  
over-eagerness to serve fraud and cheap thrills. I have to  
mistrust its charms and allurements and make sure it submits to 
my arbitrary intentions. If it says, “I’m colour, I’m free, I represent 
just myself,” it enters the murk of meaninglessness. I’m not 
allowed to allow this. The splashes you mentioned have a handful 
of purposes. They are, of course, a distinguishing mark, a melody 
which helps the visitor to identify the author. Visitors love to 
identify immediately and precisely. The splashes also hide badly 
painted parts. I loved this immediately. They irritate eye and brain 
and construct an additional ‘phantom-plane’. And, you’re right, 
they are the last act after the mumbling of the signature.  
A gesture of contempt, justified by the power of contradictions.
ar And, dare I say it, a little bit of abstraction in a field  
of representation…? Which makes me ask about that.  
Resisting figuration, even in your early days, was never an option?
wb I satisfied my abstract desires when I made the series  
“The Problems of Mini Golf in European Painting.” The possibilities 
of abstract painting are hair-raisingly limited. You cannot mock or 
insult Creation, you cannot mock or insult contemporary art with it. 
You cannot praise your favourite phenomena with it. Nor is it of 
any help when you want to idolise or worship. You cannot picture 
adequately with it your pool of passions. Not to speak of your 
“Lebensgefühl”, which might be in English your “sentiment of life.”  
I know many colleagues who went into the desert of abstraction 
and have been suffering and mourning all of their lives.  
And secretly they all dream of painting a daffodil, a daisy or  
a steamy tit.
ar You mentioned that early series. I sense that what you and 
your contemporaries were trying to do at that time was precisely 
to mock and insult the legacy painting you inherited. Can you talk 
about that time? What was the art school / art world climate like?
wb Unfortunately one of my problems is the fact that I only 
remember important things that touched me. This might make the 
Probleme des Minigolfs in der europäischen Malerei nr. 7
[The Problems of Minigolf in European Painting no. 7]
1982
oil on canvas, 140 × 175 cm
romantic German landscape that might make Caspar David 
Friedrich proud. The dog cocking its leg into the valley is either 
monumental or pure bathos. And that leaf that on the tree that  
is so disrespectful of perspective… (I guess CDF would have  
liked that too!)
wb But instead of a tiny human being lost in wonder, while 
faced with the sublimity of a fading world, we have a miserable 
dog marking a miserable territory. Which clearly indicates that 
Caspar David Friedrich is not smelling funny, but is dead indeed. 
Time fulfilled its duty and bore changes in the way we picture  
our worlds. And the disrespectful leaf seems to be the proud flag 
of freedom in a ‘desert of freedom’, as Nietzsche uttered…
ar I like the fact that you say ‘seems’. That is, as much as this  
is formally composed, the meaning of the juxtaposition is not 
always clear from the beginning, I suppose… To take ‘Blooming 
Buck Hare’, for example. There’s a strong sense of “What if we 
juxtaposed x with y…” Not just what would it look like, but what 
associations would it invoke? Do you prepare yourself to be 
surprised? In this painting the surreal juxtaposition is clear —  
the hare and the flowers. But you reinforce this with the title 
actually painted into the painting. What makes you so explicit in 
this case (and in others, such as ‘The Days are Running Away…’) 
to embed the titles? Is it a double bluff?
wb I always hope I’ll have interesting and surprising accidents 
while I’m painting. To meet an abortive attempt which has to  
be warmly welcomed. To avoid routine, to avoid craftmanship,  
to avoid virtuosity, to avoid seriality, to do as much wrong as to 
end in painting a good picture. And if you try to do everything 
wrong you can’t do no wrong. Clever take-off, isn’t it? In the  
case of the ‘Blooming Buck Hare’ everything was under control.  
I wanted to paint a blooming hare. Not a surreal juxtaposition  
of a hare and flowers. But a blooming hare to be identified on  
the first glimpse. A little sign with the title besides the painting 
would not have been sufficient. Same with ‘The days are running 
away like noble steeds over the hills …’. There had to be a clash 
on the canvas between these wretched creatures and the  
words ‘noble steeds’. There is a theory that every painting  
is a self-portrait. In the case of the blooming hare this theory is  
more than true. And to be honest, we are not talking about 
double bluffs, we are talking about overwhelming generosity…
January 2015
ar You speak about an absence and hunger in that late era  
of minimalism, for example. So what were you looking at then? 
Or were there no heroes to turn to?
wb There are always a lot of heroes when you are trying to 
become what you finally have to be. At that time, for me, there 
were two interesting painting positions from whom one could 
have expected satisfaction — Jörg Immendorff and Sigmar Polke. 
Immendorff brought the crude KPD/ML [Kommunistische Partei 
Deutschlands/Marxisten-Leninisten] aesthetics, the primitive 
style of a German communist sect, to bourgeois households.  
Out of this limited propaganda he then developed a crazy 
oeuvre which ended in a perverted, clown-like fiasco.  
Polke, for me, started as a hippie-like trickster, juggling with 
bamboo, flamingos and German sausages in an as yet unseen 
playful attitude. He ended up as an arrogant orthodox alchemist 
who thought that popeyed chimeras were all the bourgeoisie 
deserves. I did not learn from their highlights; that’s not possible. 
But I learned a lot from their personal and painterly disasters,  
for which I’m really still grateful. So much for those living at  
that time. But there were also fruitful discussions with the 
dead — Ensor, Goya, El Greco, Rabelais, Montaigne,  
to name an exact full hand. The dead have charms, they have  
no abilities to disappoint…
ar Last year’s survey of you work brought together paintings 
from as early as 1980 until the present day, and of course there 
are definitely shared affinities that transcend shifts in style.  
You mentioned earlier that you have been reliant on the collages 
for the past 14 years. What prompted the shift in technique?  
And can you pin-point other stylistic changes? Was there some 
expressionist hurdle or debt to overcome? Those earliest 
paintings feel quite fast or raw…
wb The new collage-based paintings have ingredients (figures 
and things) that need a bit more accuracy to reproduce them  
in oil, and call up a closed little world of convincing meaning  
and feeling. Apart from time-consuming painterly accuracy in  
the newer paintings I see no stylistic change. I still try to be fast, 
raw and furious. Because I still think that there are a lot of better 
places to be than in front of an easel. And far and wide I see 
no-one who could save me and do the job in my stead. My style  
is still a child of my dear eye and brain — impatient and vengeful. 
ar So talk me through a couple… ‘The Marking of the Abyss’, 
for example, which lends the show its title. It’s an imponderable 
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